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SUMMARY 
Measurements of'-tne longitudinal stabi1ity and control 
0± a pursiit-type air p lane (the P-39N-1 airplane) were made 
in f1igh't' up to.....1'f'ach number of,. ,.73. . The data are presented 
in t}ie form of curves showing the variation, with center-of-
gravity position, dynamic pressure, and. Macb number of the 
sticic-ixed an stick-free stabi1ity, control, and. balance 
of the airp1a'n	 ....."	 '.,	 .: '.
	 .;:.	 :'. 
It was found that large 1ncreas in stability occurred 
at high' Mach umber, reducin.g the ,ccntro1lab1ity of the 
airplane0 : Large..1ncrses..in cIiv.in.x.ornent were a10 
encouhterèd"át'1iighMach-numbers and. znoder'ate,lift co-
efficents. These changes were caused. almost entirely by 
increases 'iñ the, tail angle' of attack. and the rate of 
change' of'ai1 angle of attack w:jh airplane lift co-
efficient esulin'. from .the, shock-stalling of the wing. 
An increm'et of 'stl11n'g'momett ,:h.owver. was encountered 
at high Mach numbers and very low lift coefficients, 
apparently caused by a negative shift In the airplane angle 
of zero lift.
	 '' 
Distortion' of 'the' ele'ator fabric at high speeds but 
not n'ecessarIly high 'Mah 'numbers ,•caused the stick-free 
neutral point as" m'èásttred In. steady straight flight to move 
far re'arwaid a'd incresed' .th:e .st,ick-force gradient in ac-
cel'erate'd flight.
	
"	 ' '
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INTRODUCTION 
For the past sev'eral years the Na.tiona1..Advisor Corn-
nittee for Aeronautics has' been 'conducting an extsive 
flight.program.for the purpose of obtaining, quantitative 
decign criterions to insure favorable handling Qualities 
of ir.p.,1a,ne:s.:. :Pi. act'joally all , th.e.e data, however, have 
boorf &btained at speed.s,..b.e].ow those' at which the compress i-
bility of the air spprociably ffcts the characteristics 
of the airplane. Thecapabi1iy of modern aircraft to reach 
high Mach numbers has made essential further investigations 
of the critical changes. :th'a..t occur tn the stability and 
control characteristics due to compressIbility. Because 
of the hazards Involved In InvestigatIngunfamj1ja regions 
in flight, most of the present'knowled.geofthis subject 
hes been obtained In wind—tunnel tests of airfoil sections 
and aiip1ae models
	 Although the tunnel results have been

01 great va].,le In ind.Lcatlng the problems that would be 
encountered.
 nd the methods of s1ution, complete apprecia-
tibn of..th ...effècts' acua11y . •enàountéred .n. flight must 
"f1naliybe obtained ±'rom flight tests of.
 actual aircraft. 
The purpose of the pre3.en .t in 'estI. .ati.o.n, wa's to rovIde 
Informatloit on the longitudinal stability and control charac-
teristics ol a typical conventional pursuit airplane, to 
determine not only what happened to tne airDlane but also 
why it' happened; to'ubs,tantiaVe : the pertinent geñeá1 
eflects of the ompressibiiit7 phenomena as indicated in 
the wind tunnel., and to provide data for aid. in further 
evaluat ing and. d:eve.opIng .th$ fiy'ing—uaiit ies sp'ecifi-
cat ions 
The data were ot
	 e	 ro .s.tat'ic—s'abIlity.uliht 
tests conductedon a BéIl ' P-39N--1 airplane with four center-
of--gravity positions up. to a Mach number, of . 0.55 nd 
maneuvering—stability tests, con&uct&d ith .
 the center of 
gravity at 0.288 l',A C up to a Mach number of 0.78 
In order to obtain data at th hlgheet sch numbers the 
airplane was:flown severa1 t esu tôthe rnaxmum attain-
able Mach numbei (bOut 0.80) by diving vertically from the 
abs6iuté ceiling (about 34,000 it), regaining level flight 
at 12,000 feet. 
It is believed that the present InvestIgation is the most 
comprehensive of Its type to d.ate and may Indicate general 
trends to be expected: even so, it only provides a part of
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the information necessary for a complete general analysis 
of the problem which, of course, requires tests on many 
aircr.ft'.	 ..	 •.	 .......	 . 
The investigation ' .waé ' mad.eby the NACA at the Ames . Aero-
nautical Laboratory ., Moffett Field., Calif., at the r.equst 
of the Air 'TechnicaL Servic Command,'U.S.'Army.A,irFo'ces. 
The symbols used. throughout this report are defined. in 
appendi.x1 .A..	 ... .	 .	 .	 . 
DESCRIPTION OF TH AIRPLANE 
The airplane utilizad. in tnis investigation, the Bell 
P-3911—1 airplane, is a single—engine, single—place, low—wing, 
cantilever monoplane equipped with partial—span split flaps 
and tricycle retractable landing gear. 
Pertinent dimensions',df th 'e'air p lane are given in ap-
pendix B. Figures 1 and 2 are photographs of the airplane 
as instrumented for flight tects, and. figure 3 is a three—
view drawing, of; 'the airplane.
	 ,	 . . 
INSTRUMENTATION	 ' 
StandardNACA.photoraphically rècrding instruments 
were used. to measure, as a function of time, indicated 
airspeed, pressure altitude, normal acceleration, elevator 
angle, elevator control force', pitching velocity', manifold. 
pressure, engine speed, propeller—blade anile,' and internal 
pressure. in the elevator0
	 '	 ....	 .	 ' 
A free—swiveling airspeed head was mounted on a boom 
about 4 feet 'ahead qf the leading edge of the right wing at 
a spanwise station about 7 feet inboard. fro 'the wing tip. 
The head consisted of two separate stat ic—pressure tubes 
(for separate connections to the airspeed recorder and 
altitude recorder) with a,single total—pressure tube 
between them, The airspeed and'altitude' recorders were 
mounted in the wing at the base of the boom. Calibration 
indicated that the lag n this system was negligible. 
(See reference 1..),
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The static pressure was'calibrated fcrpo,sition,.errov 
by compring the reading of the recording altimeter with 
the known pressure altitude as the airplane was f1ow.;at :. 
several speeds past a reference height. It was assumed 
that the total pressure was measured.correctly.. Calibration 
in the Aines 16—foot wind, tunnel showed that the ..errOr..in:' 
reborded airspeed due to the d.iffertncs in the .hlbcking Q' 
the head itself between the h.ghest Mach number obtained in 
theflight calibration (o5O) and. the highest M;ch:number 
obtained in these flight tests (O?8) was less tha1. perce•nt. 
Indicated airspeed was computed according to the formula 
by which standard airspeed meters are •gi-d.uated (gives true 
airspeed at standard. sea—level conditions)0 The formula may 
be written as follows: 
1	 H	 p	 \OeCee	 1:'	 I 
l?03[ (-_.
	
+lj: 
All elevator angles were corrected for stretch ir the 
elevator control system ;beteen the . elvat .or	 d the control—
position recorder0	 .	 .: 
In order to investigate distortion of the fabric, photo-
graphs of the upper and. lower surfaces of the left elevator 
were taken with 16—millimeter gun—sight—aiming--point cameras 
mounted in the base of the fin just above the horizontal 
tail and i.the fuselage just.be1ow.:he horizontal.ta1l 
S traightline .s . pain.tedonthe.fabricabo v e rib ad.betwe.e' 
ribs furnished suitable: references for evaluating the 
distortion	 (See figs..2 and 4..), Three additiona.ribs. 
in zhich pressurrif.ices wer.e ounted.were . installed, in 
each elevator0 Their location may be noted. infigure..4.. 
The orifices were used in connection with a separate 
investigation0	 .	 .	 ..'	 .	 0 
TEST ROCEDURE....	 .QONDITIQNS•	 ... 
Data were cbtáirid with four cntei—.o.f--:gravity pos1t:ions 
in steady straight flight at Mach	 mbers1:'b.elOW	 This 
1 The general relationship between indcatedi.rSPe1ed 
pressure altitude, and Mach number is shown in fig50
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group of data is referred. to as "the lower Mach number 
0 
Further tests were run at Mach numbers from 0,33 to 
O78 -with the center of gravity at one location, O288 M.A.C. 
These tes c sétê& principally of gradual turns or pull-
outs	 Only the portions of the maneuvers where the pitching 
accelerat ion was neal i gibl e were us ed. in the data reduction. 
This group of'a. a ! i rf.e.rrd to as "the hIgher Mach number 
data.'	 'It'waèbe1IÔved:..t.hat1the.addi'tio11nfrma't,ion-to 
be gained from tests w.th more tnan one center—of—gravity 
position at high Mach numbers wasnot' important 'enough to.. 
warrant further risk to the airplane and pilot, 
All tests were conducted .wth.f1ap 'nd'ear'up; the' oil 
and coolant shutters were set on—hálf' open (flush with.:t,he 
main tuselage contours). Poer—o'f tests were ran with the 
engine fully throttled and he'.rope11erinthehigh—pItch 
setting. Power—on tests were run with norrnál''rated.pOwer 
(powersett 'ingsof 39In...H.g;..M...and 2600 rpm) up to the 
critial altitude, at higher altitudes the power was set at 
full" throttle with 3000 rpm. .:In.S0.m.e.' of' the dives from high 
altituae the latter power control c'ettings were not changed 
eve!), though the aIrplane was dived past 'the'crI'tIcal altitu-d.e, 
Curves of 'the' ec'tua'l values of engine speed, propeller—blade 
angle, and. brake horsepower (a a.etermlned. by reference to 
the engine—power charts) resulting "from the po'er: :set't4'ngs 
are shown in figure 6. 
PRESEIATION OP TE DATA 
So tha:t a' unified impression of '
 the o'gántzat Ion and 
scope' of 'the data' may be obtained, the curves are briefly. 
described .:j 'th.e order of their presentation. Detai1s of the 
methOds 'and' formulas used in :deriving certain curves are: 
described in the section Besul'ts' " and. Discussion, '.. ', .. 
The'Lower':Mach Num'6r Data: 
The' lower Mch number stick—f Ied longitud,inal—s,tability 
data for' the' 'clean configuration are, shown i'n figure '7 for the 
power-cff ad the. normal—rat ed.—po.wer condition. This', figure 
includei' 'the basic. curves of elevator' angle as a' fun.'ction. 
of	 the'der.ived curv,e of neutral point as a' function of
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and the several cross. plots by hich the data were 
.......faired. and the reutzal point determined.
	 The variations 
o f Mach number an 4ynamic prsssure with 0L also are 
indicat ed. 
Similar data s 1iowing the stick—free longitudinal 
stability are presented in figure 8, 
The e1eator: .uterna1-pressure coefficient is shown as 
, a functio. of elevator angle in figure. 9 
Profiles of a typicaj. elevator section between ribs 
shouing the fabric distortion encountered under several 
flight conditions are presented. in figure 10, The profile 
at tie ribs did not become measurably distorted. 
The lower Mach number dat,... are compared in appendix C 
with :
 sithilar data obtained on .a P-39D-1 airplane at Lang3.ey 
Field
The Higher Mach Number Data 
The measured and derived data obtained from the tests 
at higher Mach umbers are shown in fIgures 11 to 17. 
Although tests were made with both power on and power off 
at altitudes from ,000. to.30,000 feet 1
 diffèènces due 
to àhanges in powèr.and altitude were net: lageenough to 
be separable; the data,, therefore, were.c.onjdered as one 
Figure 11 showstrpicai basic stability data (elevator 
angle and stick—force mOd.UIUS	 '/q as a function of lift 
coefficient), Straight .ine were used to fair the data; 
curvatures whih aprent1y were indicated In some In-
stances by the trend of the.te stpoi..flts . werebelleved due 
more to zha1l ar±ations in the Mach nber durI
.n the 
11h-sDêod pull-outs than to atua1 c1iangeb in stability 
vith iift coeffjcient
	 The f,i.jred data in fi,ure l2 
i.long wth a large amount qf similar data not pres.c.nted, 
were cros-1otte and aaIn faired, resulting In the 
curves of elevatoi' angle as a function of Mach number shown 
in figure 12and. stick—force modulus as a function of Mach 
numbei' shown in figure 13, The points are included on 
these figures'to indicate themagnitude of the dispersion 
in the data. The curves of figures 12 and 13 have been 
replotted to a common zero axis and cross—plotted as a 
function of lift coefficient in figures 14 and 15 to
NACA ACR No, 51l3. 
indicate more clearly the stability changes involved. 
Figure 15 also includes curves of F 5 /q computed on the 
assumption that the low—speed hinge—moment coefficients 
did not vary with Mach number r fabric distortion, thereby 
enabling the magnitude of these effects to be more readily 
appr eciat ed. 
The data in figures 14 and. 15 were used to obtain the 
stick—fixed and stick—free stability parameters dôe/dCL 
and d(F 5 /q)/dC)	 and the neutral point. These parameters 
are shown in figure 16 as a function of Mach number0 The 
curves of figure 16 with other data then were used. to 
compute the variation of Oh8 with Mach number shown in 
figure 17.	 e. 
Additional Derived Data 
The variation with Mach number of the pitching—moment 
coefficient (about the 0,288 M.A.C. point) of the wing only 
and of the airplane minus the horizontal tail was computed 
from the wing pressure—distribution data of reference 2 and 
fron unpublished tail pressure—distribution data on file at 
Ames laboratory. The variation is shown in figure 18, The 
elevator angle required to overcome only these moments then 
was computed and is ccmpared. in figure 19 with the angle 
measured in flight. 
The remaining curves were computed from the foregoing 
general data, Figure 20 shows the variation with indicated 
airspeed of the stick force required to balance the air-
plane at a normal acceleration factor of 1.0 and an 
altitude of 15000 feet; in addition to the forces actually 
measured in flight, a curve is shown calculated on the 
assumption that the elevator hinge—moment coefficient was 
not affected by bulging or compressibilitY, and another 
on the further assumption that the airplane pitching—
moment coefficient was not affected by compressibi1itY 
Figure 21 shows the variation with indicated airspeed of 
the stick—force gradient in accelerated flight for the same 
conditions as those specified in figure 20 	 FIgure 22 
shows, as a function of indicated airspeed, the acceleration 
that would be obtained. in a stick—release pull—out and in a 
pull—out with a 50—pound—pull stick force at an altitude of 
15,000 feet.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSS0N S 
The Lower Mach Number Daa 
Stick—fixed_1ontudjna1 stabilit y ,— The curves of 
e1eátor angleand rate of change of elevator angle with 
lift coefficient shown as functions of 0L and center-
of—gravity position in figure 7, in gnera1,:'exhibit 
entirely nOrmal characteristics. It i seen: that he stick—
fixed neutral point in the power—off condition varied from. 
0,335 M,L.C.' at
	 CL . O.].2,to 0.324.M0A.C, at 	 C .	 06, 
The neutral point In the power-'on condition varie. froi 
0,347 M.A.C. at 0L = 0.12 to 0.332 M.A.C. at 0L = 0.6. 
The fact that the neutral point with power off was ahead. 
01' that with power on piobably was due, principal1y to 
twofato.rs: .: .	 .
. 
1.. The destabi1izin,g effect of. the substantially higher 
propeller—blade angles used. in thepower—off condition 
(fig 6) 
2 The stabi1Izng effect of the thrust moment in the 
powe—on condition . (constant bp) as the speed changes 
with CL (The center of gravity of the aiplane lies 
about two—thirds foot below the thrust line and is probably 
.ve'y, near the center : of drag.)	 . .	 . . 
Stick—free 1gitud1iia1_sta1fl - The curves of stick-
foice nodulus and. rate of change of this parameter with CL, 
shown a functions of 0L and center—of—gravity position In 
figure 8 exhibit normal characteristics1n the higher test 
CL range but . not at the. lower values o±' C, The value of 
the sta1 iiitv tarameter.[&(p/q.)/dCL.J is seen to become ab-
:	
:	 .	 d(Fe/c)/dCL 
normâllyiarge•at thelowr
	
and the slope
	 -----
actually rveres sign •o that tIe. stick—free stability be-
	
orns greater a.s the center. of 5 g.ravit'y moves back	 As a re—
suit, •the.:s tick—free neutral • poin	 .n the power—off condition 
va±ies from. 0348IVIA,C. at 9L	 .0,55to 0385 M,A,C,at 
CL = 025 to 060 M,A O C. at CL	 0.185; In the power—on. 
condition the neutral point varIes from 0,315 M O A.C.. at 
CL = 0G55 to 0,385 M,A,C, at 0L = 0.25 to 0,60 M,A,C, at
NACA ACR No.5113 
0L = 0.185; and for both power conditions the neutral point 
moves infinitely far aft (no change in stability with center-
of—gravity position) at a 0L of about 0,15, reappearing 
ahead of the airplane at lower value of CL. 
These peculiar characteristics cannot be ascribed to 
the effects of Mach number as the highest test value of this 
parameter was about 055, well under M cr for the wing 
at low lift coefficients, The effects are, however, typical 
ef those resulting from bulged elevator fabric when down 
elevator is required to balance (as in this instance) and 
the internal pressure in the elevators Is of the same order 
of magnitude as the free—stream static pressure. (See 
reference 3 and fig. 9J The altered hinge—moment 
characteristics (as indicated by the stick forces) result 
from the changed profile of the control surface, which In 
turn depends directly on the magnItude of the pressure 
over it, the pressures increasing directly with dynamic 
pressure and elevator deflection, It is logical, then, 
for the effects of bulging to predominate at low lift 
coefficients and with the more rearward center—of—gravity 
locations for the following reasons: 
1. In this type of test., where CL Is changed by vary-
ing the speed, the dynamic pressure anL the rate of change 
of dynamic pressure with 0L grow rapidly large as CL 
decreases.	 (See fig. 8.) 
2. Greater down—elevator angles are required to balance 
the rearward shift of weight. 
Profiles of a typical elevator section between ribs 
(fig, 10) show that the general trend is toward bulging of 
both the upper and lower forward surfaces of the elevator 
and marked cusping near the trailing edge, In addition, 
the maxium bulge ordinate, especially at the higher Mach 
numbers, is located farther aft on the top surface than on 
the bottom surface .	 The source of the increased push forces 
required at high speeds is therefore readily apparent be--- 
cause the cusping of the trailing edge changes Ch 6	 in a 
negative direction (reference 4). thus increasing the push 
forces required for a given down—elevator deflection, and 
the greater persistence of convexity toward the trailing edge 
of the upper surface produces a curvature of the mean camber 
1 The elevator is vented around the hinge cutouts and 
by 1/4—ins diameter holes in each bay of the lower—surface 
fabric about 1 in, from
	 trailing edge.
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'lIne tending to . prod.uce a n,eg.tive hinge moment', reuiring' 
an adcUtiona]. push force at the stick, 
• , Whil.e maintenance of • a high degree of stick—free sta-
bility with far. rearward center—of—gravity' locations allows. 
smooth handling of an airplane in spite cf'the presence of 
stick—fixed instabi1ity the associated elevator distortion 
on this airplane 'also produced a large.change of elevator' 
stick force rquird for balance as the speed increased 
Thj detrimental effect will be discussed later in more 
detail,,	 "	 '	 '	 S 
The Higher Mach Number Data
,- The 
variation with Mach. number of the, rate of chár:ge'of elevator 
angle with lift coeff-icer (ui
.g. 11 14, and 16) i.n.icates 
a stability increase-starting at a ach number ot about 0,6, 
At a Mach number of 0,78 the stability parameter' dG/dCL 
Is .--41,5 as comp ared with the low—speed value of —3,5 
According t .
 reference,5 1
 the increase of stability at 
the higher Mach numbers i a charateristic trend arising 
from the shock-•stal1ing of the'wing and persistinguntil a 
similar stall occurs on the tail3 Thestabtlity increase 
results principally from the inc'reaed rate of change of 
wing angle of attack with lift' ceff'icien't resu1t.ng 
directly n a greater rate of chan&e of tail angle of. 
attack with a:.rD1a e Lift coefflcient
	 A grea';er stabilizing 
moment is thus pr ' )duce. by the tai. for a given change In 
lift ccefficient and a 'greater change in elevator angle IS 
required to ba1anc the airplane0
	 " 
A reduction. in the ability o "the elevator :t6 change the 
airplane pitching moment also ould result 'in Increased 
values of d e/dCL, , Tes	 In the	 ies1—fot high-speed 
wind tunnel how.ev,r have s'i'own essentially constant 
va1ue of • dCm/d,8e up to a ' Mh nu.be of' 0,-8'O o air-
1anes with tafl'su'rfaces, up to 12 1ercent thick0 The 
tail of the P-39Nl ai.p1ane is about '
 8 percent thIck. 
It is '
 instrucive-to n.-oe the, shift in neutral 'point 
indicated, by the foregoing data, The neutral point and its 
change wt'h Mach nm :ber (fig0 16) were estimated by substitut-
ing the experimerjtal,. values of ,d6e/,d.CL 1'n'he following 
formula	 •	 • '	 ,	 '	 ,	 ''	 -
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(d6e/dCL) at T S t t 
Sc 
T'ie value of a t was adjusted for variations in Mach number 
by divdn g the low-speed value, 0 60, by (1-M 2 ) "2 The 
vej.ue of was estimated as 0.62 and was assumed to be 
unaffected by compressibility. The dynamic pressure at 
tne	 was assumed equal to the free-stream dynamic 
pressure. The neutral point is sean to vary from about 
0.35 M	 C at M = 0,4 to 0.36 M A,C at M = 0.6 to 1 34 
.A C at i = 0.78. 
As tiis series of data was obtalned. principally in 
curvilin.a flight 0 the neutral point should próperlybe 
called a aneuverng.neutral point. The approlinate-
rearwar.moveentof..the neutral ppint due to pitàhing of 
the airplane maybeexpressed.'as follows' 
(-.Adat./dCL). a.t	 tt 
	
•	 -Sc	 - 
.n aveDáge value of	 dt/d.CL for this group of tests was 
0,34, resulting in a value of
	 (x/c) of about 1 percent
of the M.A.C O
 The straight-fl.ight neutral point at low 
Mach nu:nbers was., then, t about 34 percent of the M.A.C.; 
this value-agrees well with that determined from the static-
stability tests at four center-of-gravity positi.o.s'(fig.. 7:)., 
The variat n. with Nh nuber of the elevator angle 
required forba.lance at a donstan-t l:ift coefficient-(-flgs. ll; 
12 ., and 14) indicates the gradi,ial onset of a stick-fixed 
stalling-moment increment starting at a Mach number-of about 
0,5. At positive values of the lift coefficient, this sta.11•ing 
moment changs rather rapidly to a diving ome.nt at-the higher-
values of ach number.	 •. 
Te diving moment at the higher Mach numbers, according 
to referenceS, and. as-will be shown. later.resu-lts.-princi-. 
pally from the increased taiI a-ngle of atac:k causedby the 
increased airplane angle- of attak re4uiredto maintain a 
given positive lift coeffIcient after the hock s:tall. The 
gradual onsetof a sta].1lng-moment at the moderate .Mach 
numbers, houever, is not a general characteristic of air-
planes at low lift coeff-icien-ts and d-oes not 0r±ginaté as 
a pitching moment on. t.e wing or airplane-minus-tall group0 
(See fig. 18.) At positive values of the lift coefficient
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the change in elevator angle (stalling-moment increment) 
is in the direction required to offset the change in: tall 
angle of attack due to the increased slope of the wing lift 
curve in this Ma'ch,numbr' rage. The stalling-moment 
increment is also presént howev-eir. at alift coefficient 
of zero; this fact might Indicate that in this Mach number 
range the parts of the airplane (wing and propeller) ahead 
of the tail are operating at positive v1ues cf lift when 
the ai-p1ane'lift coefficient Is zero 1 the resulting local 
downwash at th tai1 necessitating dowii-ele-v'ator deflect ions 
to maintain balance.. Extrapolation o E'ome of the lift-
distribution datof' reference 2,' 'for' wing sections ahead 
of the right tail 43-and 78-percent-span stations, .suppots 
this indióation; .'thewiug section-Jift coefficients are, 
however, too small to account for any' but a small fraction 
of the, elevator angles shown
	 The only major remaining 
possibility, then,'is : that the stalling moment results from 
a negative shift of the airplane, angle b'f zero lift 0
 an 
unusual, although possib]..e, phenomenon. ' ' 
Stick-fr e
	 itudinals t ab i lity	 control ,.- Th e 
variation with 'Mach number of the' rate of change of the stick-
force rnoduluswith lift coefficient (figs. 11 0 15, and 16) 
indicates a stability increase starting at a Mach number of 
abôut'O.5., Ata Mach number of 0.78 the stick-free stability 
par.meter d(P0/q').'/dC
	 is l'22: as compared with the low-
se'e.d value of 8: , ,	
'	 :'	 , 
The va:riatiOn with Mach number of the stick-force 
thoduliis required for balance at constant lift coefficient 
(figs. 11, 13, and 15). IndiOates the gradual onset of a 
• stick-free stalling moment starting at a Mach number of 
about 04 to O:.5. Atappreciable value's of the lift 
coefficient, this stalling moment changes rather rapidly 
to adivig bment at th.e higher va1.es o: Mach number 
is seen that ' the stick-free characerist'ics of 'the 
• airplane a,re very similar ,'to the stick-fixed char,aáterlstics. 
This fact intimates that large ch.nges in,t he hinge-moment 
1 j ametërs'. toward. overbalance do not occur.
	 In oi'der° to 
;	 .ut'ermine:the magnitude Of thechange in stick force due to 
bu1ng and Mach number, the hinge-moment parameters 0h 
aact Ch ôe were estimated from the data taken at Mach 
nurbers of O,4'and •be1ow ;, The negligible shift between 
stick-fixed and stick-free neutral points, as shown for 
both power conditions in flures' ? and: 8, indicated, that 
was apprx1ate1y zefo, Other data (fig 16) then
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:irid.lcated. that Ch 5	 was.a'bout —00O43., Using these 
values, the dotted curves of figure 15 were 'cumputed9 
showing the values of stick—force modulus that would have 
been obtained if there were no ffects of bulging or Mach 
number on the hinge—moment parameters0 The principal 
effec°t.s of: the. bulging are seen to be an increase in the 
push forces reauired for balance and. an increase in the 
value of d.(Fe/q)dCL for a given Mach number0 The 
significance of these changes will be discussed furthe.r 
in a later section of.the report0 
On the assumption that the change in Chat with. Mach 
number was. small enough to be negligible, the data of figure 
16 were used to compute the variat ion of Cli	 with Mach 
number. (See fig' 17.) The value of Ch8	 thus determined 
was found.to increasé'fi'. om —0,0043 at M	 '0,4 to. —OOO68 
at M	 0.65, and then decrease to about —0.0055 in the 
range 'N = 0.73 to 0.783° ' he hook in .the end of the 
curve shown in 'figur-e 17 may be only the result' of the fair—. 
ing of the.cr .oss_plctt :ed data. The increase in the numerical 
value of the derivative in the first part of the curve is 
probably the result of the fabric bulging; . at Mach.nurnbers 
above 0,65. this, effect apparently Is overshadowed by the 
usual trend toward overbalance of balanced control surfaces 
at high Mach numbers shown by available data.fromh'igh—speed 
wind—tunnel tests.	 ,	 '	 s	 ,	 . 
As 'a further result of' the assumption that. Cli	 'remains 
at' 
essentially zero, the stic'k—f'ree'neutral point will ceincide 
with' the stick—fixed neutral point ih all conditions. 
Additional Derived Data 
ioran:Ereauied to 
and air2lane--minus—tail pflching._moment,— It is "interesting 
to determine .ther'elati've amounts of the change, with Mach 
number of the elevator angle reouired to balance the..change 
in the wing pitching moment alone, or the' change in airplane-
minus-tail pitching mothent, and that required to balance 
the chaxge in tail angle of attack. The change in elevator 
angle required to balance the change in wing pitching—moment 
coefficient or airplane—minus—tail pitching—moment coefficient 
was computed. as follows:	 -
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- 4ACm orACmAt)Sc' 
A8e 
T .: 
The same assumptions were made concerning the v.aration of 
at and T with Mach number as had. been made 'previously, 
so thet
:A8 =62.5 (Om Or AGmA	 - 
The values of	 Cm	 and ACmt were taken from figure 18, 
Th	 esults (fig. i) showthat very little of the 
elevator-angle change was required to overcome the change 
in pitching moment of the wing or airplane-minus-tail 
group, substantiating the statement made previously that 
th principal changes in balance and stability at. high 
Mach numbers were. caused by the increase in tail angle of 
attack andin the rate of change of tail angle of attack 
with lift coefficient. A tailless airplane, then, might 
be expected to encounter less trouble from changes in 
stability and balance at high Mach numbers than does the 
conventional type. 
r equi	 Tb e
data so far presented (figs. 11, 13,. and 15). have shown, 
for moderate values of lift coefficient, the usual onset 
of a diving moment as high Mach numbers are reached; thus 
diving moment is replaced by. :.sta1ling momnt; however, at 
very low lift coefficients. The changein llft,coefficient 
with Mach number in a straightdive is suchthat.zéro lift 
coefficient. is approached at higher speed.s, the effectof 
the negative change in zero-lift angle (see earlier dis-
cussion) is predominant, and, a stalling moment is en-
countered throughout the dive. This characteristic con-
tributes tot he maintenance of push forces throughout the 
entire upper part of the speed range in straight diving 
flight. 
It is interesting to note t1at the North American 
P-SiB also undergoes a negative shift in the angle of zero
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lift at high Mach numbers as indicated by tests in the 
Ames 16—foot high—speed wind tunnel; the resulting change 
in moment coefficient at zero lift, although not always 
positive, is small, The wing sections on the P-39 (NACA 
0015 to 23009) and. P—Si (modified .ow—d.rag) airplanes 
are quite different. No explanation is offered at this 
time for the unconventional shift of zero—lift angle on 
these airplanes. 
The variation, with ind.lcatelairs peed , of the stick 
force required to balance the airplane in a dive at 15,000 
feet (fig. 20) shows that the maximum push force required 
(69 ].b) exceeded the value of 50 pounds specified. by 
reference 6, although it did not exceed the value of 
(n-1)(Q,) specified by reference 7. (For values of	 , 
see next section.) The pilot found the high push forces 
at high speeds very uncomfortable and. regarded them as 
hazardous. It is believed, therefore, that th ,e requirement 
of reference 6 is more suitable than that of reference 7. 
If the effects of bulging and compressibility on the 
hinge—moment coefficient could have been eliminated, the 
maximum push force required. for •the same tab setting would 
have been only 22 pounds. The larger push force actually 
required was mainly the result of the e1eator fabric 
distortion, as high Mach numbers usually tend to increase 
the control—surface—balance effectiveness. The advantages 
of limiting the elevator—contour distortion to negligible 
values by use of stiffer surfaces are apparent. 
By considering the expression for the stick force due 
to a symmetrical control surface with neutral tab and 
=0, 
at
= 1 e be	
2 q Ch	 8e, 
it can be seen that, in spite of the fabric distortion, 
the stick—force change with speed in a dive also could have 
been reduced by increasing the stabilizer incidence so that 
the elevator angle (with reference to the stabilizer) re-
quired at high speed was approximately zero. 
Figure 20 also shows that the stick—force change with 
speed could have been still further reduced by eliminating 
the stick—fixed balance change with Mach number.
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ion w ith	 - T1 e var iat ion, 
uith indicated airspeed, of the stick force gradient at an 
iltitudo of 15,000 fees (fig 21) shows that a value of 
of 4 pounds per g was obtaindd up to an Indicated airspeed 
of 290!m.ilesphotr;1iegradient:thenhi1creasedat 
first slowly but then m'orè rapidly, until. alueóf 615 
pounds per g was obtained at a speed of 460 1ai1e	 e' houv. 
change in stick—fixed stabi.ity, a-han.ge. 
in.. Q .t ii.gh sed alsb 1d,. have been obtained even 
if to control—surface hige—momcrt parameters roznaind 
constant;., figure 21 sho.ws. :t:hat the. increase would n	 'have 
starte& however, until .350 i.les . per hour wai readh.ed:, 
and•..the..va1uo at 460 milesper . hour would hae benx4.5 
poundz.per, maiier bit.sti1l. rather large.' Elimination 
o± the.c1no in stick—fixed. stability with Maèh 
bhe4refore, would most effectively limit the increase of 4: tiis instanàe, Lesser. improvements could: be obtained 
by limit thg the ch.hg in 0•h8	 by use of closer. rib. 
sjacIng plywood, or metal surfaces. Changing the stabilizer 
•s.ettin would riot materially alter the vé.lue of ;Q. obtained. 
hc veriation, with ind.icated airspeed, of the acceler-
• at ion . factor that would be; obtained in two typos of pull-
.ou',(f 1g. 22) was computed. fr9m th data Infigures 20. 
It i
	 ho.wn that, as .the.speed. and. the. M.ch 
unber decreao in a na—trini'l—spooa pull—out with 
this airp'lne the acceierat4on ,.o.bltained foi .a given stick 
force increases rap idly. This type of variation a;dts,. 
tue possibility Qf a pilot inadvertently overloading the 
i.rplane as	 sizeble pull force which at one speed. 
produced only a moderate püll .-'out could uloss.relxed 
rapidly, result in excessive load factors as the speed 
decreased. A point of further interest also can be. brought 
out here. It ha 'become custolaryto warn pilots against 
using the trim tab to pull out of a high Mach number dive, 
the. the'ory being ithat the tab., while relatively inef-
fectve at the hlgh:est.Mach pnmbers, would siiddenly. become 
.effective as albftude and Mach number decreased In the dive, 
thus causing asuddenvio.lent pull—out : Theprevious. 
discussion suggests that, even with no charge in tab setting 
curin tle pull—out, the same e'fect might be produced. by 
te comined'chinges in tn!!' andstability of an airplane 
astYiMàch number decreased In the dive.
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following con'c1usions reult from the data presented 
herein and. aply specifically to the airplane, the cond.itions3 
and the range of ai1ablei tested. 
1. Stick—fixed stability 
(a) The neutral point at low Mach numbers was at 
an average location of about 0,34 M.A.C. 
(b) The stability increased markedly at Mach 
numbers above 0.6, and the corresponding neutral point 
moved. well aft. At a Mach number of 0,78 the neutral 
point was at about l.4 M.A.0 
(c) The increase in stability at high Mach numbers 
was found. to be almost entirely the result of the increased 
rate of change of tail angle of attack with airplane lift 
coefficient. 
2. Stick—fixed balance 
(a) At constant lift coefficient, s the Mach 
number was ixcreaeed above about 0,5., a gradual stalling 
moment was 1n1-o1u;ed, ThIs stal1J..g moment, result ing 
from a nc-gatie chance in the angle of zero lift and from 
changes in ;1cwn.a3h at the tail, was maintained to the 
highest 1imt of the tests UI = 0.78) at very low 
lift coefficients, 
(b) As the Maàh number Increased above approximately 
0.7 at moderat;e values of the lift coefficient a diving 
moment was obtairl	 This moment was a].mott entirely the 
result of the ir..c:eaed tail angle of attack resultIng 
from the greater al.cplane angle of attack necessary to 
maintain a given lift coefficient after the wing shock 
stall. 
3. Stick—free stability 
(a) The neutral point at moderate speeds and Mach 
numbers ras at about 0,34 M.A.C, 
(b) As the speed increased, regardless of the Mach 
number, distortion of the elevator fabrIc occurred in
18
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such a manner as to increase the stability and move the 
neutral point as determined In steady straight flight 
far rearward, 
(c). When measured in steady accelerated.:flight, 
the stick—force gradient maintained its low—speed value 
of 4 pounds per g to a Mach number of about	 then 
gradually increased to 61.5 pounds per g at a Mach 
number of 0,78. About 70 percent of this change was 
caused by the increase in stick—fixed stability, the. 
remainder being caused by the effects. of fabric distortion. 
and compressibility on the elevator hinge moment. . As 
nearly as could be determined, the étick—free maneuvering 
neutral point corresponded with the stick—fIed maneuvering. 
neutral pdint.	 .	 .	 .	 . 
4. Stick—free balance 
(a) The stick—free—balance changes with.Mach numbr 
were fmi1ar in dirctIon to the stick—fixed—balance changes, 
although they were greatly magnified by the elevator fabric 
distortion.
(b) With the tab set to obtain zero stick force 
at an indicated airspeed of 300 miles per háur at 15,000 
feet, thépush force required near the maximumallowable 
speed at the same altitude was excessive (69 ib). This 
force could : have been reduced about two—thirds by eliminat—: 
ing the êilévator—fabric distortion, 
(o) The change in trim stick force with speed,.when 
combined with the change in stick—force gradient with speed 
in cceleratedf1ight, ' presents the possibility of in-
advertently obtaining excessiveload.s on the airplane in.' 
a cons.tart—s•tic.k—force pull—out at high Mach number if. the 
speed decreaso.s rapidly..
	 .	 . 
An	 Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committec for Aeronautics, 
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APP END:IX A 
•	 ..:	 :..	 SYMBOLS	 .. 
The symbols used. throughoutthi.s.rert.are.defined 
be1ow
•	 .	
•"...•....	 enera1	 • 
W	 airplane weight; lb 
V 1	 correct Indicated airspeed, ph 
V	 true airspeed, ft/sec (except as noted.) 
p	 density of the air, slugs/ft3 
6 e	 eleväto angle, deg (from thrust line) 
at	 tail angle of attack, deg 
N	 Mach number, ratio of: V to speed of sound in free 
stream 
critical Mach number (that Mach number at which the 
local speed of sound is reached at some point in 
the air flow over a body) 
A Z	 the algebraic sum of the components along the airplane 
Z—axis, of the airplane acceleration and the 
•	 acceleration due to gravity, in terms of g the 
standard grvitationa1 • unit (32.2 ft/sec 2 ) postive 
when directed upward 
n	 positive limit load factor, 7.5 for this airplane 
Ch	 rate of change of elevator hinge—moment coefficient 
• at	 with tail angle of attack at constant elevator 
angle (ôCh/ôa.t)
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rate of change of elevator hinge—moment coefficient 
e	 with elevator angle at constant tail angle of 
attack	 ( 0h/ ?j3e)	 :. ': 
a t	 rate of change of tail lift coefficient with tail 
angle of attack 'at.constant elevator angle 
T	 1ovator effectiveness '[(cLtIo6o)/ocLt/t)l' 
K e	 elevator control—system mechanical advantage (Fe/IMft 
Q. .	 stick—force gradient in accelerated flight (dP/dAz),lb/g
:ressures 
H	 free—stream total pressure, 1b/ft' 
p	 free—stream stati' pI'ssure, 1btft2 
P 0	 standard atmos pheric ressure at sea level, ]./ft2 
Pe	 elevator internal pressure 1b/ft 
q	 dynamic ressUre(pV'' lb/ft 2 (except as noted) 
en.gths and Ar•eas	 • 
x	 distance parallel to the airplane X—ax1s' ' ft (positive 
forward) .	 .	 .	
0	 . 	 . . 	 . 	 . 	 . 
x	 dJstance from c.g to stick—fixe d neur.a1, point, ft 
, C.	 longtb..ofM0A.C,	 ft	 :'..
mean elevator chord, ft 
be	 olovator span ft	 ' 
0 •
. istanc.e from c.• to aerodynamic center of tail, ft 
S , .	 wing ara,.	 t 2	 .	 .	 .:	 .	 'f'.	
•0 
S t	 horizontal tail area, ft 2	 .	 Of
.:ACA	 R.No-5I13
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I'orces and Moments 
L	 lift, lb 
L t	 tail lift, lb 
].evator control force, lb 
M	 pitching moment about c.g. lb -ft' : .. 
e.g.
pitching moment of wing about c.g., lb—ft ...... 
MA._t pitchingmoment of airplane thinustailaböut c.g., I-ft 
HM	 olevator hinge moxnent, lb—t.......... 
.................. 
......... Coefficients .. 	 . . 
CL	 lift coefficient (L/qS, or WAZ/q$ as used in this 
report) 
°Lt	 tail lift coefficient (L/qS) . 
.0	 pitch1ng moment coeffi.cient (,M.c.g./qSc) 
pitching moment : coef .fioint of wig(M:/qS ) 
°mA..t pitching moment coefftcient of airplane minus tail 
(M—t/qSc) 
elevator hinge—moment coefficient (HM/qb12).. 
elevator intern.ai—pressure. coefficient :(Pe po)/q]
22
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APPENDIX B 
AIRPLANB..,DIMENS IONS 
The specification. of the airplane used. in he condc.t 
of this investigation, which were taken mainly from refer-
ence 8, are as fpllows: 
"A±rplane, general 
Manufacturer and type. . . . . . . . . 	 . Bell P_39N—1 
span . . .
	 . • •	 • • , .
	 . . '. • 0 	 34.0 ft 
Length . •. . . . . 	 . . . .	 . . . . .	
.30.:167 -ft 
: 
Height (at rest) . . ..' . . 	 . . . . o •	 9.27l.ft 
Wing	 0	 S . 
Airfoil section
	
. 
Root (22 in. outboard of center line 
	
- of airplane) ..............•
	 NACA 0015 
Tip (projected, 204 in. outboard of 
center line of aiiIane). . . . . .	 NACA 23009 
Area, total, incluing ailer
	 and 
section projected through fuselage . 213.22 sq ft 
Chord 
Root (22 in. outboard. of center 
line of airplane) . . . . . . .	 . .
	 822 ft 
Tip (projected 204 in. outboard of 
	
center line of airplane). . . . . . .
	 4.17 ft 
Mean aerodyneinic chord. . . .
	 . . .
	 6.72 ft 
Dihedral, at 30 percent upper ord.inato . 
0	
4.0° 
	
Incidence, with respect to thrust line .
	 2.0° 
Sweepback, leadiig edge. . .
	 . . . . .	 4.580
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Horizontal tail 
Span.	 .	 .	 .	 ,	 •	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 13,00	 ft 
Area,	 .	 .	 '.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 40,99	 sq 
Distance, normal gross—weight center of 
gravity to one—third maximum chord point 	 14.95 ft 
Elevator H 
S pane	 .	 ..... o 	 o	 •	 •	 a •	 •	 •	 •	 a	 l39O	 ft 
Area,	 total	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 16.89	 sq	 ft 
Balance area forwaxd of h.ine -iin-e	 -•	 .	 .-	 403Osq	 ft 
Weight	 S 
Gross,	 normal;	 and approx.	 as- flown	 --	 .	 .	 7629	 lb 
Center—of—gravity position 
Normal	 gross weight,	 gear up. .	 .	 .	 •	 •	 028	 MAC. 
Engine	 S 
Type,	 .	 •	 •	
:'	
'	 '° A11tsoV-71O-85 
Ratings,	 without. ram:	
55 
Brake Engine 
horse— Manifold speed	 Altitude 
power	 pressure (rpi)	 (rt) 
Take—off	 l2QO	 51.5 3000	 sea level 
Military	 1125	 -	 44.5 . 3000	 15,500 
Normal	 1000	 39.0 2600	 14,000 
Engine--propeller	 speed •rato	 .. .	 .	 .°.	 .'	 .	 .	 -	 223l 
Propeller	 -	 -	 S S	 - 	 - 
Type.
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ,	
.	 •'	
.	 ,eropxoucts three—blade 
hollow—steel selective 
automatic—pitch
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Eiad.e model.
	
. . ,	 • '	 . . • • • • .	 •A-20-156-17 
Maximum pitch limit's
	 -	 : 
Nominal
	 ,	 • •	 .,	 •	
280 to 630 
	
Meacured	 0 •
	 0 •	 •	 28.70 to 65.30 
APPENDIX C 
COMPARISON WITH DATA ON P-39D-1 AIRPLANE 
	
Hand1in
	 ua1t1s of a P-39D-1 airplane were measured 
at the lower Mach numbers at Langley Field. The aro-
dynamic design of the P-39D-]. is the same as that of the 
P-.-39N---1 airplane,
	 Certain comparisons can be. made from 
similar data obiined on aôh a.irpirie9 
Neutral Points 
The straight-flight neutral-ppint data for the P-39D-1 
airplane for 'CL = 0,2 ad 0,8 wi'e average in th maximum 
1eve1-f1igh.tspeed condition and 4n, the gliding condition for 
cordparison with the low-speed power-on and p'Oweroff data 
for CL	 0,5. obt,ained ix t ,he present .nvest&gtion. 
(See fig. 7 and 8..)
	
The comparison is	 ei1itat'Od.''by the 
following table 
Stkfxd	 eutra1 
Airp'lane	 ..	 •. 
condition	 point____ 
P-39D-].
	
P.-39N-1
Stick-fre	 eutral. 
point 
P-39D-1 P-39N-1 
airplane	 airplane airplane Airplane 
Power	 on 0,33	 M.A.C. 0.34 0,33 0,32 
Powr off .36 .33 ,35	 -- -_____
It Is seen that a rearward shift of the stick-fixed neutral 
point with power was obtained in the present tests while 
a forward shift was reported for the P-9D-1 airplane. 
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At discussed previously, it is believed that the rearward 
shift obtained. in the present tests was partly the result 
of the shift in propeller—speed setting for the two power 
cnditions, the higher blade angles encountered. with power 
off (fig 6) resulting in a greater rate of change of propeller 
side force with CL in this condition, Although the propeller—
speed settings used. in the P-39D-1 tests are not known it 
is possible that the tests were run with a fixed propeller—
speed setting for both power conditions; higher blade angles 
would be encountered with power on than with power off, 
and the effect of this factor on the change • in stability 
with power then wôu1:be opposite for the two seriesof 
tests; The agreement, h:owever, is probably within the 
accuracy that neutral points can be measured. 
The stick—free maneuvering neutral point in the maximum 
level—flight speed condition for the P-39D—1 airplane was 
at 0.32 M.A.C., as compared with the average power—on and 
power—off location at 0.35 M O A.C. for the P-39N—1 airplane 
at low Mach numbers. This discrepancy is probb1y not 
excessive considering that data ,at only two center—of-
gravity positions were used in the P-39D--1 analysis, 
and a theoretical extrapolation of data taken with one 
center—of--gravity position was used in the 'pesent tests. 
Elevator Hinge—Moment Parameters 
Comparison of the stick—fixed and stick—free neutral 
points in the preceding table shows that Cha	 was 
substantially •zero 'for the P-39D—1 airplane as well as for 
theP-39N—i airplane. Using Ch
	 as zero, the wind—up--

turn data for the P-39D--1 airplane indicated that Ch 
was about —0.0040:, which value agreesweil with the value 
of —0.0043 determIned in the present tests. For the maximum 
level—flight—speed condition and the gliding condition, the 
sti'aight--flight data for the P-39D—1 airplane indicated that 
Ci1	 was about —0,0073 but this value may be somewhat in 
-6e 
error as its magnitude depends directly on the slopes 
d(F/q)/dC and d8e/dCL determined by points at only two 
dx 
center—of—gravity positions. ' Similar data taken in the 
present investigation iid.icated a value of Ch	 varying 
6e
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with lift coefficient; the value never became numerically 
greater than -0.0051, however; at speeds below the r.nge-
aDpreciabiy affeátëd by'buiging orcornpressibility.' 
Stick-Forcë radien.t 
The stick-force gradient for the P-39D.-lairplane in. 
accelerated 1'light with a. canter-of-gravity 1octioxi at 
0288 M,A,C. was found to be 3,3 1'b/g from interpolation of 
the data 0
 The value determined. herein.for 'comparable 
conditions on the P39N-1 airplane was 4.0 1b/g .Th 
agreement is conided good. 
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